
Ein herzliches Hallo von der Insel

Terima Kasih Banyak

Thanks to your support of our project «Raja4Rice», our employees and their
families can still count on getting enough rice as their basic food. It gives us
incredible strength and motivation to feel this great solidarity and helps us to
continue.

We are infinitely grateful that so many people all over the world are thinking of
our team on the island and their families and are actively helping to overcome
this great challenge.
 
It is our greatest wish to be able to welcome you back to Pulau Pef soon and to
thank you again personally.

https://www.raja4divers.com/
https://youtu.be/wdzfpY8XXYY 


 
Terima Kasih Banyak from the bottom of our heart!

Take me to
Raja4Rice

Hardy Harnet's favorite picture

Thank you so much, Hardy!
 
We are very happy about all the amazing pictures we received from you.
Marcel and all of us are deeply impressed!
Thank you so much for sharing them with us and with our readers.
 
We will publish one of your favorite images in each of the following
newsletters. There is no predetermined order or ranking of these images, the
choice is purely random.

Night Dives
 
It is very important for us to keep our dive guides well trained, even without
guests. This requires not only theoretical knowledge, but also a lot of practice.

https://www.raja4divers.com/raja4rice.html


Despite massive cost cuts, we have therefore decided to regularly dive at
nearby dive sites on our off Sundays, and to do a night dive by boat once a
week.

In addition to practicing dive briefings and finding reefs in the dark, our dive
manager Arif and his dive guides discovered additional sites that are suitable
for night dives.

Be prepared to be amazed! Each of these night dive sites has its own secrets.

Travelling by plane - our recommendation
 
Global restrictions due to the pandemic are hitting the travel industry very hard.
Like many other destinations, Indonesia still remains closed to international
visitors.
 
While it is possible to book flights again, many of them are changed at short
notice or even cancelled.
 
We highly recommend waiting with flight reservations to avoid unpleasant and
complicated rebooking procedures. As soon as it is clear when the Indonesian
borders will reopen, flight schedules will be more reliable again.



Sending you sunny greetings from Pulau Pef,
 
Your Raja4Divers team

Follow us on social media!
We look forward to seeing your holiday pictures from Pulau Pef.
Please use the hashtags #raja4divers and #pulaupef to tag us.

         

https://www.facebook.com/Raja4Divers/
https://www.instagram.com/raja4divers/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCPX9we-cJEULCDtZgxc5gOA/
https://twitter.com/RAJA4DIVERS
https://id.pinterest.com/raja4divers/

